
THE EVOLUTION OF COMMUNICATION INDUSTRIES

For example, we refer to the market for mobile communications, but when In this industrial evolution, there is strong
interplay between costs.

Washington, D. The concept of videotelephony was first popularized in the late s in both the United States and
Europe, although the basic sciences to permit its very earliest trials would take nearly a half century to be
discovered. References Posner, R. Feel free to embed or share this infographic Copy and paste the code below
to add this inforgraphic to your website. Alexander Graham Bell held the master patent for the telephone that
was needed for such services in both countries. Despite this decline in circulation, the industry remains highly
profitable, with a median return on revenues that was exceeded only by pharmaceuticals in  Pierce advocated
an approach of reaching geostationary orbit in successive stages of technology development, starting with
nonsynchronous, low-orbit satellites. The number of hosts around the world grew from in to more than million
in  Credit for the invention of the electric telephone has been frequently disputed, and new controversies over
the issue have arisen from time-to-time. Earlier, calls were billed using what now seem very archaic metres
â€” usage could not be checked later. Today we can even send letters by air or by sea within a few days, where
without modern sorting and shipping techniques, it would have otherwise taken months. The Evolution of
Untethered Communications. On the other side of the Atlantic Ocean , Samuel Morse developed a version of
the electrical telegraph which he demonstrated on 2 September  An online information industry emerged in the
s to supply businesses with scientific and technical information. This meant that telecommunications
companies now competed with broadcasting companies. Faster, lower-cost presses and the rise of unions gave
the low-line labor its voice, which it used to broadcast its feedback to management, whether the leaders
wanted to hear it or not. The regulatory focus in a mobile age Supporting competition Regulators took a
competitive approach to mobile telephony in most countries, realising that the customer benefits of this
approach would be great. Without standards, product standardization cannot take place and economies of scale
are unobtainable. Changes in regulatory philosophy that began to take shape in the late s have also broken
down the distinctions between organizations primarily engaged in the production of information and those that
specialize in its distribution and sale. Technological innovations have presented solutions and obstacles in the
communications process. Stock telegraph ticker machine by Thomas Edison Experiments on communication
with electricity , initially unsuccessful, started in about  Rather than passively soaking in or sometimes failing
to filter out all the emails, staff could subscribe to the Really Simple Syndication feeds that are most relevant
to their job. A network industry produces complements, such as trains and railway tracks, computers and
software, mobile phones and mobile applications apps , and cars and fuel. The proportion of cities in the
United States with directly competing daily newspapers declined from nearly 40 percent in to less than 2
percent by  Conclusion This article shows how the telecommunications industry has evolved, driven by
technological change, how the evolution has benefited consumers and completely or partially destroyed
boundaries between industries, and how these changes require a constantly evolving regulatory approach to
ensure that consumers get the full benefits of developments. Mahwah, N. Although the structural character of
the industry will surely change, there is little doubt that its economic importance will grow in the coming
years. Anyone could send email to anyone else, anywhere, anytime, allowing fast communication and a
paperless "paper trail" of who set what set of information to whom at which time. Other than allowing
experimental systems in Chicago and Washington, D. Broadcast, cable, and satellite television systems have
extended the reach of the Hollywood production centers at the same time that videotape and DVD technology
have made it easier for consumers to access this content in accordance with their individual schedules, tastes,
and preferences.


